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This volume focuses on the implications of digital technologies for educators and
educational decision makers that is not widely represented in the literature. While there
are many volumes on how one might integrate a particular technology, there are no
volumes on how digital technologies can or should be exploited to address the needs
and propel the benefits of large-scale teaching, learning and assessment.
Financial Year Diary - April 2018 - April 2019 - Week on a Page - Large 8.5 x 11 Diary
Get ahead of the game with this easy to use large diary for keeping a track of all your
personal and financial transactions for 2018-2019. Ideal aide memoir diary to use for
your tax returns The diary has One Week to a Page with Key 2018 and 2019 holiday
dates included as well as year planners for 2018 and 2019. You can also use this great
size diary to note your important and special events so you will never miss those vital
appointments, birthdays or anniversaries again. Plenty of space so big enough to use
as a journal too, whether it's a personal journal or a health and fitness or diet log, the
uses are endless. Have a very happy and organized 2018 - 2019 Year Add to Your Cart
NOW 2018 diary, 2019 diary, journal, diet diary, financial diary
2019 Planner: Save Money, Travel The World, Be World
Financial Year Diary - April 2018 - April 2019 - Week on Two Pages - Handy 6 X 9
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Diary Get ahead of the game with this easy to use large diary for keeping a track of all
your personal and financial transactions for 2018-2019. Ideal aide memoir diary to use
for your tax returns The diary has Week on Two Pages with Key 2018 and 2019 holiday
dates included as well as year planners for 2018 and 2019. You can also use this
handy size diary to note your important and special events so you will never miss those
vital appointments, birthdays or anniversaries again. Plenty of space so useful for a
journal too, whether it's a personal journal or a health and fitness or diet log, the uses
are endless. Have a very happy and organised 2018 - 2019 Year Add to Your Cart
NOW
This book analyses how an increasing number of new Chinese migrants have
integrated into Australian society and added a new dimension to Australian domestic
politics as a result of Australia’s merit-based immigration system and its shift towards
Asia. These policies have helped Australia sustain its growth without a recession for
decades, but have also slowly changed established patterns in the distribution of job
opportunities, wealth, and political influence in the country. These transformations have
recently triggered a strong Sinophobic campaign in Australia, the most disturbing
aspect of which is the denial of the successful integration of Chinese migrants into
Australian society. Based on evidence gathered through a longitudinal study of Chinese
migrants in Australia, this book examines the misconceptions troubling Australia’s
current China debate from six important but overlooked perspectives, ranging from
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migration policy changes, economic factors, grassroots responses, the role of major
political parties, community activism, to knowledge issues.
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Critics Circle Award? ?????Enemies of the People: My Family's Journey to America??
?Hidden Power: Presidential Marriages that Shaped Our History?? ?True Believer:
Stalin’s Last American Spy?? ??????Paris: A Love Story?? ???????????NPR??
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Digital financial services are starting to become increasingly popular with consumers,
thereby fostering a favorable climate for digital entrepreneurship: mobile payment,
Blockchain, etc. Research trying to understand and explain this phenomenon focuses
on FinTech. Some scholars regard “FinTech” as financial innovations that upset the
market while others view them as startups, based on financial innovations, that have
changed the ecosystem. There are many open-ended questions about FinTech’s
business models, how it relates to blockchain, and whether this is a collaborative
relationship between traditional financial players or a competitive relationship. Noting
the lack of research work on these themes, this book attempts to shed light on this area
to bridge the gap between the discourse of practitioners and the literature. Influence of
FinTech on Management Transformation is an innovative reference book that defines
FinTech and its ecosystem as well as concepts in relation to management
transformations caused by FinTech and shares new theoretical and empirical
frameworks, useful experiences, and best practices to deal with new technological
changes. The chapters are divided into three interrelated sections: “Insights From the
Blockchain Technology”; “Managerial and Cultural Transformations in the Era of
FinTech”; and “Empirical Experiences and Applications.” This book is a valuable
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reference tool for financial planners/advisors, managers, accountants, financial
analysts, compliance experts, practitioners, researchers, academicians, and students
interested in the influence of FinTech on management transformation.
This is a guide to computer-readable databases available online, in CD-ROM format, or
in other magnetic formats. Details include database descriptions, costs, and whom to
contact for purchase. The material is indexed alphabetically, and by subject, vendor,
and producer.
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This book examines the early years of the Claims Conference, the organization which
lobbies for and distributes reparations to Holocaust survivors, and its operations as a
nongovernmental actor promoting reparative justice in global politics. Rachel
Blumenthal traces the founding of the organization by one person, and its continued
campaign for the payment of compensation to survivors after Israel left the negotiations.
This book explores the degree to which the leadership entity served individual victims of
the Third Reich, the Jewish public, or member organizations.
2018 - 2019 Financial Year DiaryApril 2018 - April 2019 - 8. 5x11 - Week on a
PageCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
Spring term/Second semester - 2018-2019; January - April. Termly student self-care
diary/journal. Strategise your daily academic routines and activities. Full of Life Skills. It
is even spacious enough to help you summarise/bullet point your daily academic
activities, enhancing quick revision towards your assessments and exams. Enough
space to log in your other self-care daily activities such as; emotional, nutritional,
physical, spiritual, social, intellectual, economical/financial and AOB (Any Other
Business). Get two empowering, motivational, inspiring, building and yet challenging
words of wisdom from scholars and philosophers at the beginning of each month. A
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helpful guide how to make optimal use of this journal is included. 266 pages and A4
trim size. Get knowledge; Get Understanding. Gives you a full page to review your
progress at the end of each month and set targets for your next month. Please, check it
out and place some orders. Great for students especially Upper High School- GCSE, A
Levels/College and any University Level. You could also stretch those in lower High
School. Suitable for use in any part of the world despite the curriculum.
An authoritative reference work on the legal framework of European economic and
monetary union, this book comprehensively analyses the legal foundations, institutions,
and substantive legal issues in EU monetary integration.
Financial Year Diary - April 2018 - April 2019 - Week on Two Pages - Handy 6 X 9
Diary Get ahead of the game with this easy to use handy diary for keeping a track of all
your personal and financial transactions for 2018-2019. Ideal aide memoir diary to use
for your tax returns The diary has Week on Two Pages with key 2018 and 2019 holiday
dates included as well as year planners for 2018 and 2019. You can also use this
handy size diary to note your important and special events so you will never miss those
vital appointments, birthdays or anniversaries again. Plenty of space so useful for a
journal too, whether it's a personal journal or a health and fitness or diet log, the uses
are endless. Have a very happy and organized 2018 - 2019 Year Add to Your Cart
NOW
Financial Year Diary - April 2018 - April 2019 - Week on Two Pages - Handy 6 X 9 Diary Get
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ahead of the game with this easy to use large diary for keeping a track of all your personal and
financial transactions for 2018-2019. Ideal aide memoir diary to use for your tax returns The
diary has One Week on Two Pages with Key 2018 and 2019 holiday dates included as well as
year planners for 2018 and 2019. You can also use this handy size diary to note your important
and special events so you will never miss those vital appointments, birthdays or anniversaries
again. Plenty of space so useful for a journal too, whether it's a personal journal or a health
and fitness or diet log, the uses are endless. Have a very happy and organized 2018 - 2019
Year Add to Your Cart NOW
Termly student self-care diary/journal. Strategise your daily academic routines and activities.
Full of life skills teachings. It is even spacious enough to help you summarise/bullet point your
daily academic activities, enhancing quick revision towards your assessments and exams.
Enough space to log in your other self-care daily activities such as; emotional, nutritional,
physical, spiritual, social, intellectual, economical/financial and AOB (Any Other Business). Get
two empowering, motivational, inspiring, building and yet challenging words of wisdom from
scholars and philosophers at the beginning of each month. A helpful guide how to make
optimal use of this journal is included. 271 pages and A4 trim size. Get knowledge; Get
Understanding. Gives you a full page to review your progress at the end of each month and set
targets for your next month. Please, check it out and place some orders. Great for students
especially Upper High School- GCSE, A Levels/College and any University Level. You could
also stretch those in lower High School. Suitable for use in any part of the world despite the
curriculum.
? For more than sixty years, Bob Steele was the radio voice of Southern New England,
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entertaining listeners of WTIC AM with his wit and humor and an inimitable style that kept
listeners faithfully tuning in to his morning show. Capturing the nation's highest market share,
the National Radio Hall of Fame inductee maintained an unparalleled popularity through the
latter half of the twentieth century. This first ever biography of Bob Steele details both the
home life and the award-winning broadcasting career of this Connecticut media legend, from
his humble Midwestern roots to the pinnacle of radio fame. Steele and his "The Word for the
Day" feature remain forever embedded in the memories of his many listeners.
The days of sticking with a single career path until our golden years of retirement are gone. In
the last ten years, the world of work has changed significantly. But the career advice you’ve
been given since you were a kid hasn’t. Enter Nicolle Merrill, four-time (and counting) careerchanger, professional reinventor, and author. In Punch Doubt in the Face: How to Upskill,
Change Careers, and Beat the Robots, Nicolle translates the future of work into a roadmap to
a better career and professional empowerment. Grounded in her belief that our careers are like
a Choose Your Own Adventure book—full of possibilities, new paths, and the occasional
surprise—Nicolle helps readers evaluate their careers like mini-futurists. You’ll discover a new
career that fits your lifestyle, learn how to attain the skills needed to thrive in the workplace of
the future, and go on a professional adventure or two—regardless of your age or your industry.
Read this book. Your future self will thank you.
International Transaction Journal of Engineering, Management, & Applied Sciences &
Technologies publishes a wide spectrum of research and technical articles as well as reviews,
experiments, experiences, modelings, simulations, designs, and innovations from engineering,
sciences, life sciences, and related disciplines as well as interdisciplinary/crossPage 10/20
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disciplinary/multidisciplinary subjects. Original work is required. Article submitted must not be
under consideration of other publishers for publications.
The revised new edition of the must-read guide for executives—provides comprehensive
coverage of topics in corporate governance by leading subject-matter experts The Handbook
of Board Governance is the marketing-leading text on public, nonprofit, and private board
governance. Providing comprehensive, in-depth coverage, this unique text represents a
collaboration of internationally-recognized academics and prominent organization directors,
executives, managers, and advisors. Contributors include Ariel Fromer Babcock, Robert
Eccles, Alice Korngold, Ellie Mulholland, Michael Useem, Elizabeth Valentine and John Zinkin.
Practical, expert guidance enables readers to understand value creation and the strategic role
of the board, risk governance and oversight, audit and compensation committee effectiveness,
CEO succession planning, and other diverse board duties and responsibilities. Now in its
second edition, the Handbook offers substantial updates and revisions reflecting contemporary
trends, practices, and developments in board governance. New content includes discussions
of pressing issues related to climate change, examination of information technology and
cybersecurity challenges, and recent tax legislation that will impact executive compensation.
Editor Dr. Richard Leblanc—an award-winning teacher, professor, lawyer, management
consultant, and specialist on boards of directors—integrates practical experience and academic
rigor to assist readers: Build and strengthen engaged and collaborative leadership in the
boardroom Recognize the role and responsibilities of a well-functioning governing board Risk
governance, assurance, and the duties of directors Keep pace with new trends in board
governance and shareholder responsibility Measure performance and align performance
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measurement to executive pay Understand information technology governance, sustainability
governance, and the different forms of governance Highly relevant to board and committee
members regardless of sector or industry, The Handbook of Board Governance, 2nd Edition is
an invaluable source of knowledge on all aspects of corporate and organization governance.
Financial Year Diary - April 2018 - April 2019 - Week on a Page - Large 8.5 x 11 Diary Get
ahead of the game with this easy to use large diary for keeping a track of all your personal and
financial transactions for 2018-2019. Ideal aide memoir diary to use for your tax returns The
diary has One Week to a Page with Key 2018 and 2019 holiday dates included as well as year
planners for 2018 and 2019. You can also use this great size diary to note your important and
special events so you will never miss those vital appointments, birthdays or anniversaries
again. Plenty of space so big enough to use as a Journal too, whether it's a personal journal or
a health and fitness or diet log, the uses are endless. Have a very happy and organised 2018 2019 Year Add to Your Cart NOW
This volume examines the impact of wealth on quality of life and subjective well-being (SWB).
As wealth is related to economic, environmental and social features of societies, this volume
serves as an important resource in understanding economic and SWB. It further discusses a
variety of experiences and consequences of inequalities of wealth. Through the availability of
wealth data in recent international surveys, this volume explores the multiple relations between
wealth and SWB. Structured around four main pillars the book presents analysis of the topic at
various levels such as theoretical and conceptual, methodological and empirically, ending with
a section on distribution and policies.
This volume offers insights into contemporary trends and perspectives in psychobiographical
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research. It applys new theoretical and methodological frameworks and presents discourses
on psychobiography from transdisciplinary backgrounds and various socio-cultural contexts,
displaying the new state-of-the-art, new trends and themes in psychobiography. The book
outlines psychobiography’s outstanding contribution to psychology from 36 internationally
reputable authors. It also presents the ideas of five outstanding psychobiographers through
interview excerpts. This book is a must for researchers, lecturers and practitioners in the field
of psychology and social sciences interested in the use of new psychological theories and
methodologies in life-span research.
Financial Year Diary - April 2018 - April 2019 - Week on Two Pages - Handy 6 X 9 Diary Get
ahead of the game with this easy to use large diary for keeping a track of all your personal and
financial transactions for 2018-2019. Ideal aide memoir diary to use for your tax returns The
diary has One Week to Two Pages with Key 2018 and 2019 holiday dates included as well as
year planners for 2018 and 2019. You can also use this handy size diary to note your important
and special events so you will never miss those vital appointments, birthdays or anniversaries
again. Plenty of space so useful for a journal too, whether it's a personal journal or a health
and fitness or diet log, the uses are endless. Have a very happy and organized 2018 - 2019
Year Add to Your Cart NOW
Self-Care Student Diary/Journal: Summer - Third Semester/Term - 2018-2019; May - August.
Termly student self-care diary/journal. Strategise your daily academic routines and activities.
Full of life skills teachings. It is even spacious enough to help you summarise/bullet point your
daily academic activities, enhancing quick revision towards your assessments and exams.
Enough space to log in your other self-care daily activities such as; emotional, nutritional,
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physical, spiritual, social, intellectual, economical/financial and AOB (Any Other Business). Get
two empowering, motivational, inspiring, building and yet challenging words of wisdom from
scholars and philosophers at the beginning of each month. A helpful guide how to make
optimal use of this journal is included. 274 pages and A4 trim size. Get knowledge; Get
Understanding. Gives you a full page to review your progress at the end of each month and set
targets for your next month. Please, check it out and place some orders. Great for students
especially Upper High School- GCSE, A Levels/College and any University Level. You could
also stretch those in lower High School. Suitable for use in any part of the world despite the
curriculum.
TERI Energy & Environment Data Diary and Yearbook (TEDDY) is an annual publication
brought out by TERI since 1986. It is the only comprehensive energy and environment
yearbook in India that provides updated information on the energy supply sectors (coal and
lignite, petroleum and natural gas, power, and renewable energy sources), energy demand
sectors (agriculture, industry, transport, household, buildings), and environment (local and
global). Recent changes in the energy sector and environment are depicted with the help of
graphs, figures, maps, and tables. The publication also reviews government policies
associated with energy and environment. TEDDY 2019/20 gives an account of India’s
commercial energy balances, extensively covering energy flows within different sectors of the
economy and how they have been changing over time. These energy balances and conversion
factors are a valuable reference for researchers, scholars, and organizations engaged in
energy and related sectors. Contents of the book are organized into three sections—Energy
Supply, Energy Demand, and Local and Global Environment. Interlinkage of SDGs with energy
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and environment also forms the subject matter of TEDDY 2019/20. The thirty fifth edition
continues to remain less prose intensive with inclusion of more data, represented with the help
of infographics, thus making the publication an authentic and interesting read. Key Features: •
Provides a review of government policies, programmes and initiatives that have implications for
the petroleum and natural gas sector and the Indian economy • New chapters on Air Pollution,
Solid Waste Management, Water Resource Management, and Land and Forest Resource
Management • Exhaustive data from energy supply, energy demand, and local and global
environment sectors Contents: Energy and environment: an overview Energy supply: Coal and
lignite • Petroleum and natural gas • Power • Renewable energy Energy demand: Agriculture
• Industry • Transport • Household energy • Buildings Local and global environment: Air
quality and pollution • Solid waste management • Water resource management • Land and
forest resource management • Climate change Audience: Researchers and Professionals from
industries, government organizations, and public sector undertakings. Research scholars from
different NGOs, bilateral and multilateral institutions, and academic institutions. Shelving:
Energy, Environmental Sciences and Studies, Industry (Coal and lignite, oil and gas, power,
renewable energy), climate change, Agriculture sector, Transport sector, domestic sector
This proceedings book reflects the alternative way of development of the modern global
economic system. It sets evolutionary development in opposition to revolutionary leap. The
search for the best way to develop the world economy in the present and future is carried out.
The social environment and the human-centered development of the modern global economic
system have been explored. The features of training of personnel for the modern global
economic system through the development of vocational education and training have been
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studied. Sustainable development, energy and food security have been identified as significant
milestones of the progress of the modern global economic system. Innovations and digital
technologies have been suggested as the drivers of growth and development of the modern
global economic system. Consideration has been given to the institutional framework and legal
groundwork for the development of the modern global economic system. The fundamentals
have been identified and recommendations have been put forward for improving governmental
regulation, financial and capital investment support for integration in the modern global
economic system. The book includes the best works based on the results of the 22nd
International Research-to-Practice Conference “Current Issues of the Global Economy” which
was held on June 19, 2020, at the Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia (PFUR) (Moscow,
Russia) and the 14th National Research-to-Practice Conference “A New Paradigm of Social
and Economic Development in the Age of Intelligent Machines,” which was held on May
14–16, 2020 (Nizhny Novgorod, Russia), VIII International Research-to-Practice Conference
“Multipolar Globalization and Russia,” which was held on May 21–23, 2020 (Rostov-on-Don,
Russia), III All-Russian Research-to-Practice Conference “Power, Business, and Education:
The Ascent to Man,” which was held on May 21–22, 2020 (Krasnoyarsk, Russia), International
Research-to-Practice Conference “Current Issues and Ways of Industrial Development:
Engineering and Technologies,” which was held from September 28, 2020, till October 1, 2020
(Komsomolsk-on-Amur), and the 15th National Research-to-Practice Conference “New Models
of Behavior of Market Players in the Conditions of Digital Economy,” which was held on
October 29–30, 2020, at Ufa State Oil Technical University, Institute of Economics and Service
(Ufa, Russia). The target audience of the book consists of scholars studying the features of
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development of the global economic system at the present stage and the prospects for its
future progress.
TERI Energy & Environment Data Diary and Yearbook (TEDDY) is an annual publication
brought out by TERI since 1986. It is the only comprehensive energy and environment
yearbook in India that provides updated information on the energy supply sectors (coal and
lignite, petroleum and natural gas, power, and renewable energy sources), energy demand
sectors (agriculture, industry, transport, household, buildings), and environment (local and
global). Additionally, the publication reviews government policies and analyses latest policy
discourses that have implications on India’s energy and environment sector. TEDDY 2018/19
gives an account of India’s commercial energy balances, extensively covering energy flows
within different sectors of the economy and how they have been changing over time. These
energy balances and conversion factors are a valuable reference for researchers, scholars,
and organizations engaged in energy and related sectors. After the introductory chapter,
TEDDY 2018/19 is divided into three sections—Energy Supply, Energy Demand, and Local and
Global Environment. One of the main highlights of TEDDY 2018/19 is the addition of a new
chapter—Buildings—under Energy Demand section. This chapter gives an in-depth analysis of
India’s energy consumption by the buildings sector, and highlights the role of energy efficiency
in buildings from the perspectives of both economy and environment. The thirty-fourth edition
of TEDDY continues to remain less prose intensive with inclusion of more data, represented
with the help of infographics, thus making the publication an authentic and interesting read.
TEDDY 2018/19 also features a section on interlinkages of SDGs with energy and
environment. Key Features: • Provides a review of government policies, programmes and
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initiatives that have implications for the petroleum and natural gas sector and the Indian
economy • New chapters on Air Pollution, Solid Waste Management, Water Resource
Management, and Land and Forest Resource Management • Exhaustive data from energy
supply, energy demand, and local and global environment sectors Contents: Energy and
environment: an overview Energy supply: Coal and lignite • Petroleum and natural gas •
Power • Renewable energy Energy demand: Agriculture • Industry • Transport • Household
energy • Buildings Local and global environment: Air quality and pollution • Solid waste
management • Water resource management • Land and forest resource management •
Climate change

Financial Year Diary - April 2018 - April 2019 - Week on a Page - Large 8.5 x 11
Diary Get ahead of the game with this easy to use large diary for keeping a track
of all your personal and financial transactions for 2018-2019. Ideal aide memoir
diary to use for your tax returns The diary has One Week to a Page with Key
2018 and 2019 holiday dates included as well as year planners for 2018 and
2019. You can also use this great size diary to note your important and special
events so you will never miss those vital appointments, birthdays or anniversaries
again. Plenty of space so big enough to use as a journal too, whether it's a
personal journal or a health and fitness or diet log, the uses are endless. Have a
very happy and organized 2018 - 2019 Year Add to Your Cart NOW
2018 Personal Diary: Strategise your full year daily routines and activities. Get an
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empowering, motivational, inspiring, building and yet challenging words of
wisdom from Scholars and Philosophers - successful individuals in one way or
another; at the beginning of each month. This will help you have something to
reflect on as you progress into the month and into the future. At the beginning of
each month, there is enough space to log in your other self-care daily activities
categorised as: emotional, nutritional, physical, spiritual, social, intellectual,
economical/financial and AOB (Any Other Business). December 2017 and
January 2019 are included in this 2018 personal diary to help you reflect in your
previous and next year's progress. This personal diary also includes space to set
goals for the following year. 480 pages and A5 trim size. Get Organised; Get
Knowledge and Get Understanding. Contains two full pages to review your
progress at the end of each month and set targets for your next month. Please,
check it out and place some orders. A perfect Christmas and 2018 new year gift
for your loved ones.
This book examines how disruptive technologies and innovation underpin the
attainment of a broader development agenda in Africa. Contributors show how
distinctive forms of technological innovation can impact critical development
processes. For example, disruptive technologies can deepen the ongoing
democratic and governance waves in Africa, specifically in the area of contested
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elections. Similarly, innovations in agriculture, the environment and energy
promote changes in value chain agriculture, and the use of sensors to manage ewaste and sustainable energy conservation are also transforming established
practices. Furthermore, the role of disruptive technologies and innovation in
education, health, financial services and the nature of paid work cannot be
ignored. Individually and collectively, the authors discuss and highlight the
mechanisms and initiatives that can contribute to the realization of the
development goals of African countries, especially in a period where disruptive
technologies are rapidly changing how things are done. As a result, this book,
which represents one of the most recent systematic efforts to bring together
dialogue on disruptive technologies in Africa, will be of particular use and benefit
to a wide and an eclectic audience.
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